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ADDENDUM NUMBER 02

TO: ALL CONTRACT BIDDERS OF RECORD
This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the Request for
Proposals Document dated January 15, 2013, with amendments and additions noted below.
Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum with the Proposal Form.
Failure to do so may disqualify the Bidder.
This Addendum consists of 2 (two) pages.

CLARIFICATIONS TO THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL:

1) On “DOORS and HARDWARE REPLACEMENT SUMMARY”

Objectives:
- REMOVE: Identify door openings that do not comply with egress requirements
- REPLACE with: Identify door hardware that does not comply with egress
  requirements

- REMOVE: Upgrade Day Care hardware to comply with ADA and life-safety
- REPLACE WITH: Upgrade Day Care facility hardware to comply with ADA and life-
  safety requirements.

- REMOVE: Upgrade Registrar’s building hardware to comply with ADA, life-safety, historic aesthetic.
- REPLACE WITH: Upgrade Twitchell House hardware to comply with ADA, life-safety, historic aesthetic.
QUESTIONS

1. **QUESTION**: You are requesting that the main entrance doors and other exit doors have the ability to be "mechanically locked". Do we interpret that to mean that the doors are locked from inside and can not be opened from inside unless unlocked first? This may be a violation of fire codes.

   **ANSWER:** No, the doors should have the ability to be exited from.

2. **QUESTION**: "Classroom Intruder Function" locks with inside with "thumb latch" are listed in your proposal. True classroom intruder locks have keys inside and out, I will be quoting "Dormitory Function" locks that have the inside thumb latch that will satisfy your requirements.

   **ANSWER:** Yes, quote inside thumb latches.

3. **QUESTION**: When I visited the daycare, the teachers raised the issue of using ADA lever locks of the interior doors. They are concerned that the children will be able to open all of the doors. They currently have knobs on those doors with childproof covers that prevent children from opening the doors. Do you want those changed? The exit doors can and should have the new hardware installed.

   **ANSWER:** The new hardware on the daycare doors must comply with ADA and life safety.

4. **QUESTION**: The Registrar’s building (Twitchell House) already has an ADA access ramp and ADA compliant door hardware to enter the office. The interior doors and main entrance have antique and historic aesthetic hardware that will be difficult to replace with new hardware. Do you want those replaced?

   **ANSWER:** Yes, Twitchell House is to have new hardware to comply with ADA, lifesafety, historic aesthetic.
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